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Abstract
Best-effort CPU scheduling is an attractive model for
desktop computing because it is simple to use. However,
best-effort models do not provide support for applications
with deadlines. Soft real-time schedulers allocate the CPU
for workloads containing soft deadlines by relying on developers and users to supply timing requirements to the system. BEST is an enhanced best-effort scheduler designed
to meet soft real-time deadlines without prior knowledge
of the workload. BEST dynamically detects the periods of
processes, and schedules using estimated deadlines. By assigning pseudo-deadlines to non-periodic processes, BEST
provides good response time to all applications while meeting deadlines of soft real-time applications. This paper discusses the work-in-progress on the BEST scheduler implementation.

1. Introduction
It is important that desktop CPU schedulers support softreal time processing now that multimedia applications have
become ubiquitous on desktop computers. They must also
gracefully handle mixes of applications with different timing requirements. The best-effort scheduling provided by
desktop systems is easy to use, provides a reasonable tradeoff between fairness and responsiveness, and imposes no
extra overhead for specifying application resource needs.
However, these schedulers provide no resource or timeliness guarantees, limiting their ability to support applications with deadlines [10]. To better support soft real-time
applications, while recognizing that the best-effort model
permeates desktop computing for very good reasons, we
are developing the Best-effort scheduler Enhanced for Soft
real-time Time-sharing (BEST). BEST transparently provides significantly improved support for periodic soft realtime (SRT) processes while retaining the well-behaved default characteristics of best-effort schedulers.
By observing the times at which processes enter the
ready queue, BEST dynamically estimates a period for each
process exhibiting periodic behavior, assigns appropriate

pseudo-periods for non-periodic processes, and schedules
all processes using earliest deadline first (EDF) [7]. This
boosts the performance of periodic processes while preserving the behavior of traditional best-effort schedulers for
non-periodic processes. The result is a multi-class besteffort scheduler that handles CPU-intensive, I/O-intensive,
and periodic SRT processes using a single scheduling algorithm. Our preliminary results demonstrate that without any
a priori knowledge of the SRT applications, BEST outperforms the Linux scheduler in handling SRT processes, outperforms real-time schedulers in handling best-effort processes, and sometimes outperforms both.
Section 2 discusses the design and implementation of
BEST, Section 3 presents our preliminary results, and Section 4 presents some concluding remarks.

2. Design and Implementation
Soft real-time schedulers exist [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12],
but they impose constraints on developers and users that
limit their practicality in generic desktop environments;
they require applications to interface with special-purpose
routines and, like most real-time systems, they generally
require specifications of application resource usage and
period—numbers that can be difficult or impossible to obtain for generic desktop applications on widely varying platforms. Consequently, despite the lack of direct support for
such applications, best-effort scheduling remains the preferred model for most multimedia application developers
and users.
Accordingly, in developing the BEST scheduler we have
the following design goals:
1. One scheduler should handle all three process types—
CPU-bound, I/O-bound, and SRT.
2. Neither users nor developers should need to provide a priori information about the processes to be executed.
3. The default behavior of the scheduler should be reasonable:

SRT processes should receive highest priority, followed
by I/O-bound processes, and then finally CPU-bound
processes, but no process should starve.
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Process
mpeg play (24 frame/s)
mpeg play (30 frame/s)
mpg123 (128 kbit/s)
mpg123 (128 kbit/s) (different mp3)

Ave. Period (ms)
42.3
34.6
160.2
160.2

Std. Dev.
9.2
13.1
31.7
31.8

CPU Usage
13.0%
15.9%
2.2%
2.2%


The priority assigned to SRT processes should be based
on classical real-time scheduling results, i.e. priority
 should be based on rate or deadline requirements.
Increasing the load of an under-loaded system should
not degrade the performance of existing processes, and
performance should degrade gracefully as the system
becomes overloaded.
4. The scheduler should be suitable for use as the default
scheduler
in general-purpose desktop systems:

 It should be efficient.
Pure best-effort performance should be comparable to
that of best-effort schedulers, pure real-time performance should be comparable to that of real-time schedulers, and the performance with both types of processes
should be better than that of either best-effort or real time schedulers.
It should allow users to increase or decrease the performance of individual applications as desired.
BEST is based in part on the assumption that SRT periods can be determined by observing the times at which
processes enter the ready queue. We instrumented the Linux
kernel to record the entry time of some single-threaded multimedia processes and found that these processes did exhibit measurable periodic behavior (Table 1). Furthermore,
because of data-dependent performances differences, no a
priori specification is likely to be able to fully capture this
information, even for a single platform—dynamic detection
of periods is likely to be the only technique that will work
in general.
We have implemented a prototype BEST scheduler in
Linux. Like other UNIX schedulers [2, 8], it dynamically
calculates process priorities, but BEST uses an even simpler
algorithm than the Linux scheduler: every process is given a
deadline (dynamically recomputed as appropriate), and the
ready process with the earliest deadline is executed next.
In our preliminary implementation of BEST, each application’s period is calculated each time it enters the ready
queue. The current period is the time elapsed since the process last entered the ready queue and the effective period
is a weighted average of the current period and the previous effective period. A process’s next deadline is simply
the current time plus its effective period. A running process

also has a deadline timer that limits the amount of CPU time
it may receive before its current periodic deadline is reset.
Every time a process is scheduled, it executes until either its
deadline timer expires, it blocks, or it is preempted. If a process’s deadline timer expires before it blocks, its next deadline is delayed to slightly beyond the maximum period—in
effect lowering the priority of any process that runs past its
deadline. This ensures that processes with detected periods
or short CPU bursts will have earlier deadlines while CPUbound processes will have later deadlines.

3. Results
We compared the performance of BEST with the Linux
scheduler (Linux) and a static priority-driven Rate Monotonic scheduler (RM). As with all real-time schedulers, RM
requires a priori knowledge of application periods, while
Linux and BEST do not. While running combinations of
CPU-intensive and periodic SRT processes, we measured
the progress of all processes and the number of missed
deadlines incurred by periodic processes. Two synthetic applications were used in the experiments: loop, a best-effort
process that endlessly consumes CPU, and periodic, an SRT
process with a periodic deadline.
Figure 1 shows the performance of Linux and BEST running one best-effort process (loop) and one SRT process
(periodic, with 5 second period and 789 CPU usage). Be5)6
cause Linux provides
approximately equal amounts of CPU
to each application, and the SRT process requires less than
:
89 (it’s nominal fair share), Linux meets all application
deadlines. Similarly, BEST meets all deadlines and provides the same amount of resources to each application as
Linux.
Figure 2 shows the performance of Linux, BEST, and
RM with one best-effort process (loop) and one SRT process (periodic, with 5 second period and ;$89 CPU usage).
5'6 provides approximately : 89 of the
Here we see that Linux
available CPU cycles to each process, causing the SRT process to miss < =9 of its deadlines. By contrast, RM provides
the SRT process with ;$89 of the available cycles, enabling
it to meet all of its deadlines while still allowing the besteffort process to progress at a reasonable rate. In this case,
BEST provides exactly the same performance as RM, but
without any a priori information about the applications.
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Because Linux is unaware of resource requirements or
deadlines, its well-intentioned scheduling decisions can result in some processes missing deadlines that could have
otherwise been met. For example, with one best-effort and
two SRT processes, each of which require V89 of the CPU
(one with a period of 5 of a second and the other with a
5)6 will cause the SRT processes to
period of W second) Linux
miss some deadlines even though a feasible schedule exists.
Similarly, RM is generally unable to find a feasible schedule
when the SRT applications collectively use between about
; 89 and W889 of the CPU and have non-harmonic periods [7]. Because it makes its low-level scheduling decisions using EDF, BEST correctly handles these situations
(not shown here) and meets all application deadlines.
An important question about any SRT scheduler is how
it performs when the SRT applications collectively require
more than W889 of the CPU. Figure 3 shows the performance of Linux, BEST, and RM with one best-effort process (loop) and three SRT processes (periodic with W second period, periodic with X5 second period, and periodic
with 5 second period, each requiring 789 of the CPU);
5)6
no scheduler
can meet all of the deadlines in this overburdened situation. Linux gives each process roughly Y 5 of the
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CPU, allowing the best-effort process to make very good
progress but causing the SRT processes to miss =Z9 , =V9 ,
and W=9 of their deadlines, respectively. RM meets all of
the deadlines for the two SRT processes with shorter periods, but misses =Z9 of the deadlines for the SRT process
with the longest deadline and starves the best-effort process
completely. BEST embodies the best characteristics of both
schedulers, distributing and minimizing the missed dead:
lines somewhat ( ;(W9 , 9 , and <9 respectively) while still
allowing the best-effort process to make reasonable, if not
stellar, progress.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
Our preliminary experiments show that BEST meets its
basic purpose: enhancing the performance of periodic processes while capturing the benefits of a best-effort model.
BEST performs as well as or better than the Linux and
RM schedulers in handling best-effort, soft real-time, and
a combination of the two types of processes, without any
a priori knowledge of the applications. However, we have
yet to achieve all of the goals we set forward for the scheduler, and have not yet fully examined the performance of
our preliminary implementation. Our ongoing work aims
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to further develop the BEST scheduler, analyze its performance with a variety of realistic workloads, and develop
a final implementation tuned for optimal desktop performance. To create more realistic workloads, we will use real
single and multi-threaded SRT applications and stress the
scheduler with fluctuating workloads. We will also examine
the best-effort and real-time behavior in more detail — we
believe that BEST will exhibit comparable responsiveness
to the default Linux scheduler and will have significantly
better jitter performance, but we have yet to measure either
of these important characteristics.
We also plan to examine the impact of changing the priorities of best-effort and SRT processes, both manually via
“nice” and automatically inside the scheduler. It is our belief that via priority we can adjust both the relative progress
of the best-effort processes and the missed deadline characteristics of the SRT processes. More generally, we believe
that by automatically adjusting the priorities of the various
processes we can adapt the system to provide any misseddeadline behavior and any ratio of best-effort to SRT performance desired. In so doing, we should be able to spread out
the missed deadlines across the SRT processes, minimize
the missed deadlines of more important processes, or provide good progress to more important best-effort processes
while still meeting important SRT deadlines, as desired.
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